and H1949, there is nothing or any articles that state, a country can

release PRISONERS OF WAR before a Treaty has been signed. The Dakota
Sovereignty defeated the United States in wars and met to sign a Treaty
of Peace, but the U.S. tried to use PRISONERS OF WAR as the Main _writters
of the Articles and the¿Dakota Sovereignty wou1dn‘t buy the idea so they
went into Exile. North Korea and Viet Nam does not have to return any
PRISONERS OF WAR because their is no Treaty.
So, Indians on reservations belonging to a Autonomy=type of Government
will remain PRISONERS OF WAR till the United States sits down and signs a
Treaty with the Dakota Empire because the U.S. did get defeated andwanted
to sign a treaty of peace.
There is one violation that PRISONERS OF WAR can use to correct their
legal state. In the slaughter of Wounded Knee 1890 which was the Dakota
Sovereignty, the United States used PR¢bSONERS OF WAR to accomplish this
in direct violation of the Geneva Convention.
How do I know about these events? My Grandmother was born in exile
and survived the slaughter at Wounded Knee 1890.
But just who was this Friendly Judge?
JUDGE_URBOM in the Court Case, UNITED STATES V CONSOLATED WOUNDED KNEE
CASES 389 F.Supp. 235(jan.l7,1975) when he made two statements.
1. . _ . ...we cannot take the CAUSUS OMMISSIS in the law or
treaty. . . _ . . Techníclly he was saying, get back to your sovereignty having membership to Clans, Clan Mothers who
elect Chiefs and get off the enrollment of the present
Autonomytype Indian Government.
2.......this is the wrong forum £0 hear the issues.... ..
Techníclly the courts cannot change the status of a PRISONER OF WAR.
ARTICLES 3437
Stress the right of prisoners of war to ‘enjoy complete latítudeín the exercise
of their religious duties' ,
Congressional Resolution of November 20,1890 made it a death penalty if
A tart
Dakfnta Indians did not drop the original ancient religion and star
cticincr the WOVOKA Religion, just as ISATAI was the religion fo;
for the Indians now includes BLACK ELK and HANDSOME LAKE today.

